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ФЕС КОНФЕРЕНЦИЈА 
РАСПОРЕД НА УЧЕСНИЦИ ПО СЕСИИ  
 
 
ЧЕТВРТОК 24.09.2015 година 
 
Сесија I: Образование, педагогија 
Место: предавална 6 
Време: четврток, 15.00 – 18.30 
Модератори: Проф. Д-р Снежана Мирасчиева 
                       Проф. Д-р Емилија Петрова Ѓорѓева 
Ред. Бр. автор наслов 
1 Tsvetana KOSTADINOVA 
ANTIPESHEVA 
THEORETICAL FORMULATION AND SCIENTIFIC 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM OF TRAINING 
TEACHERS IN TECHNICS, TECHNOLOGY AND 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
2 Kosta KOSTOV  
Silvia KYUCHUKOVA 
Hristina MILCHEVA 
INTERACTIVITY IN TEACHING STUDENTS 
MODERATORS 
3 Tanja ATANASOSKA 
Biljana CVETKOVA DIMOV 
Ana GJORGJEVA 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CAREER CONSELING 
PROCESS 
4 
Svetlana NIKOLAEVA 
INTRODUCTION OF THE DUAL SYSTEM IN THE 
BULGARIAN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION – REALITY AND 
CHALLENGES 
5 
Silvia KYUCHUKOVA 
ТHE PATIENT IN THE PROCESS OF LEARNING IN 
HIGHER MEDICAL SCHOOL 
6 
Zhivorad MILENKOVIC 
METHODICAL APPROACH TO LEARNING ABOUT THE 
HOLOCAUST BY THE MODEL OF YAD VASHEM 
SCHOOL 
7 Milan MATIJEVIĆ 
 Siniša OPIĆ 
Goran LAPAT 
TEACHERS' ASSESSMENTS OF CERTAIN CURRICULAR 
DETERMINANTS IN PRIMARY SCHOOL 
8 Kiril BARBAREEV 
Alma TASEVSKA 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROGRA10MS FOR PRE-
SCHOOL EDUCATORS IN EUROPE 
9 Emilija PETROVA GJORGJEVA 
Irena PIPIDZANOSKA 
CURRICULUM AND VALUE ORIENTANTION IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
10 Oliver CACKOV 
Tatjana GREGOVA 
ECOLOGY – A NECESSARY FACTOR IN TEACHING 
METHODS FOR NATURE AND SOCIETY STUDIES FOR 
FORMING A RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
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11 Tatyana V. NIKULINA INTEGRATION OF INFORMATION AND 
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES INTO PRESCHOOL 
EDUCATION 
12 Snezana KIROVA 
Dragana KUZMANOVSKA 
Biljana IVANOVA 
WHAT SHOULD MODERN SCHOOL LEARN 
13 Snezana JOVANOVA-
MITKOVSKA 
Biljana POPESKA 
COMPATIBILITY OF PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY 
SCHOOOL CURRICULA IN R. MACEDONIA 
 
 
 
Сесија III: Физичко образование, ликовно образование, музичко образование 
Место: Свечена сала 
Време: четврток, 15.00 – 18.30 
Модератори: Проф. Д-р Никола Смилков 
                       Доц. д-р Билјана Попеска 
                       Асс. М-р Ленче Насев 
време автор наслов 
1 
Julia DONCHEVA 
FORMATION OF ETHICAL RULES (CODE) IN 
PRESCHOOLERS THROUGH THE BULGARIAN 
CHILDREN'S FOLKLORE GAMES 
 
2 Mujeser ILJAZI THE ACTIVITY OF MUSICAL GAMES FOR CHILDREN 
3 
Lence NASEV 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 
IN TEACHING MUSIC EDUCATION 
4 
Georgi IGNATOV 
LEISURE TIME AND SPORT ACTIVITIES OF STUDENTS 
FROM THE FACULTY FOR PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY 
SCHOOL EDUCATION AT SOFIA UNIVERSITY “ST. 
KLIMENT OHRIDSKI” – BULGARIA  
5 Despina SIVEVSKA 
Biljana POPESKA 
 
PLACE OF LIVING AS A FACTOR IN ORGANIZING 
STUDENTS’ LEISURE TIME 
6 
Angele MIHAJLOVSKI 
SOME GUIDELINES FOR INTELLECTUAL PREPARATION 
DURING PHYSICAL CONTACT BETWEEN THE 
INSTRUMENT AND THE PIANIST 
7 Ivan PRSKALO 
Anamaria RADIĆ 
THE PRACTICE OF TAEKWONDO AS A PREDICTOR OF 
MOTOR ABILITIES 
8 
Maja RAUNIK KIRKOV 
THE RELATION MOTIVE - TEACHING CONTENT IN 
STIMULATING COGNITIVE ABILITIES THROUGH 
ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES AT PRESCHOOL AGE 
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9 Eleonora MILEVA THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO MODERN 
INTERPRETATION OF PEDAGOGY OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AND SPORTS 
10 Marjan MALCEV SOME METHODS IN TEACHING PHYSICAL AND HEALTH 
EDUCATION 
11 Ivan KOLEV TRAINING EFFICIENCY OF CYCLISTS SPECIALIZED IN 
ROAD CYCLING 
12 Veselina IVANOVA  
Galena TERZIEVA 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND DIAGNOSTIC 
PROCEDURES 
13 Elena IVANOVA BUYUKLIEVA INFLUENCE OF MEDICINES ON THE COGNITIVE SKILLS 
OF CHILDREN WITH CHRONIC DISEASES 
14 Snezana STAVREVA 
VESELINOVSKA 
RISK ASSESSMENT OF HYGIENIC AIR QUALITY UPON 
PRESCHOOL CHILDREN’S HEALTH IN KINDERGARTEN 
“VERA CIRIVIRI TRENA” IN SHTIP 
15 Jane BAUBEL  
Petr LYCHCHIK  
Andrei NAUMENKO  
THE TRAINING OF SCENTIFIC PERSONNEL FOR WORK 
IN THE FOREST COMPLEX IN  
16 
Filip SHABANSKI 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF 3-4 YEARS OLD CHILDREN IN 
KINDERGARTEN 
17 Kristina HORVAT BLAŽINOVIĆ SYNTHESIS OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND FINE ARTS IN THE 
CREATIVE PROCESS 
18 Filip PAVLOV CORRELATION BETWEEN THE INSTRUMENTAL SKILLS 
OF CHILDREN 
AND THE MUSICAL CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
19 Binka DOBREVA THE ACCOMPANIMENT OF FOLK SONGS  
 IN EDUCATION 
 
 
 
Сесија IV: јазик, литература, комуникација 
Место: предавална 7 
Време: четврток, 15.00 – 18.30 
Модератори: проф. Д-р Виолета Николовска 
                       Д-р Ирена Китанова 
време автор наслов 
1 
Violeta Nikolovska 
LANGUAGE CULTURE – A SEGMENT OF LANGUAGE 
EDUCATION 
2 Liljana MAKARIJOVSKA 
Zhaklina GJORGIJOSKA 
MACEDONIAN LANGUAGE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION  
3 Vesna KOCEVA 
Marija TODOROVA 
STUDENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS TEACHING 
GRAMMAR IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSROOM 
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4 Vesna KOCEVA 
Marija TODOROVA 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSROOM ANXIETY 
5 
Milena RISTOVA-MIHAJLOVSKA 
A HERMENEUTIC READING OF A POETIC LITERARY 
WORK DURING IMPLEMENTATION OF A LESSON 
6 Jovanka DENKOVA REVIEW OF ADOLESCENT LITERATURE THROUGH 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE NOVELS "THE BLUE 
PATH OF LOVE" BY METODI MANEV AND "VOICE OF 
LOVE" FROM GROZDANA OLUJIC 
7 Blaze KITANOV 
Irena KITANOVA 
INTERPRETATION OF A LYRIC POEM IN IV AND V 
GRADE 
8 Irena KITANOVA METHODICAL STRUCTURE OF A LESSON FOR 
INTERPRETATION OF A FAIRY TALE 
9 
Anna GLAZKOVA 
USING AUTOMATIC TEXT CATEGORIZATION 
TECHNOLOGIES IN THE MODERN EDUCATIONAL 
PROCESS 
 
10 Elena RIZOVA  
Zoran VELKOVSKI  
 
CONTEMPORARY ADULT LITERACY MODELS 
11 Tatjana ULANSKA CONDUCTING A "TRIAL" IN THE CLASSROOM OF 
ENGLISH AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL 
12 Blaga PANEVA CONSONANT /J/ IN COLLOQUIAL SPEECH AND ITS 
IMPACT ON WRITING 
13 Gordana MIHAJLOSKA TEACHING MACEDONIAN LANGUAGE AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE 
 
 
 
 
ПЕТОК 25. 09.2015 година 
 
Сесија I: Образование, педагогија 
Место: Свечена сала 
Време: петок, 10.00 – 13.00 
Модератори: Проф. Д-р Снежана Мирасчиева 
                       Проф. Д-р Емилија Петрова Ѓорѓева 
1 Trajce NACEV 
Dragan VESELINOV 
PROTECTION OF IMMOVABLE CULTURAL HERITAGE 
THROUGH EDUCATING STUDENTS  OF PRIMARY AND 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
2 Lulzim MEHMETI PRESENCE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN PRIMARY 
EDUCATION IN MACEDONIA 
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3 Eleonora PENCHEVA THE SPIRITUAL ASPECT OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
AND THE EDUCATION IN ХХІ CENTURY 
4 Kushtrim AHMETI POSTMODERN CONCEPTS OF FOUCAULT'S 
EDUCATION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH DISCIPLINE 
5 Emilija Petrova GJORGJEVA  
Snezana MIRASCHIEVA 
THE NEED AND THE REASONS FOR CHANGES IN 
EDUCATION 
6 Julia DONCHEVA RESEARCH OF THE CONFLICT ZONES IN THE SYSTEM 
OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE CHILD 
BY THE METHODOLOGY OF RENE GILLE 
7 Teuta SHABANI  
Suzana NIKODINOVSKA 
BANCOTOVSKA  
EVALUATION OF STUDENTS’ LEARNING UNDER THE 
PRISM OF EXPECTED OUTCOMES 
8 Snezana MIRASCHIEVA  
Emilija Petrova GJORGJEVA  
Daniela KOCEVA 
ABOUT SOME EDUCATIONAL GOALS IN TEACHING-
SOCIO-CULTURAL PROBLEM OR A CHALLENGE 
MODERN EDUCATION 
9 Valdeta ZENUNI-IDRIZI THE INFLUENCE AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT AND THE FEEDBACK IN 
STUDENTS’  SUCCESS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
10 Valentina PAJAZITI  
Vlora MARKU-TUQI 
AESTHETIC EDUCATION OF EDUCATORS AS A 
FUTURE CHALLENGE 
11 Despina SIVEVSKA CLASSROOM SOCIAL CLIMATE 
12 Alma TASEVSKA  
Kiril BARBAREEV 
THE ISSUE OF RESPECTING THE DEVELOPMENTAL 
POSSIBILITIES AND ACTIVITY-PLANNING IN EARLY 
CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT 
13 
Marijana JANCESKA 
WHAT ARE THE WEAKNESSES AND CHALLENGES OF 
THE MACEDONIAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
PURSUANT TO RESULTS OF PISA TESTS? 
14 
Valentina VASILEVA 
COMMUNICATION IN THE TEACHING PROCESS. 
INTERACTIVE NATURE OF COMMUNICATION 
15 
Yaroslava ILIEVA 
ADAPTATION OF CHILDREN IN PRE-SCHOOL AGE, 
LIVING IN THE HOMES FOR CARE AND EDUCATION OF 
CHILDREN DEPRIVED OF PARENTAL CARE 
16 
Stela PETKOVA 
TYPE OF INSTITUTIONS FOR CHILD CARE IN 
BULGARIA  
17 Ardita CEKA  
Rabije MURATI 
THE VALUES OF EDUCATIVE FUNCTION IN RELATION 
PARENT-SCHOOL 
18 
Katerina PANEVA 
ELECTRONIC VERSUS TRADITIONAL TEST FOR 
MATHEMATICS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS  
19 
Olga SAMARDJIKJ JANKOVA 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LOCALLY DEVELOPED 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE IN THE PROCESS OF 
SCHOOLS’ COMPUTERIZATION  
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20 Snezana JOVANOVA-
MITKOVSKA 
RESEARCH IN TEACHING PRACTICE 
21 
Nikita RAVOCHKIN 
THE ROLE OF BUSINESS SCHOOL IN THE POST-
GRADUATE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
22 Kristinka OVESNI  
Emina HEBIB  
Vera RADOVIĆ  
 
IMPLICATION OF EFFECTIVE SCHOOL MANAGEMENT 
FOR THE CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERS 
23 Sadete TERNAVA-OSMANI 
Voglushe KURTESHI 
ROLE OF MANAGEMENT IN IMPLEMENTING 
EDUCATION INCLUSIVE POLICIES 
 
 
 
Сесија II: Социологија, култура, инклузивно образование 
Место: предавална 6 
Време: петок, 10.00 – 13.00 
Модератори: доц. д-р Трајче Стојанов 
                       Доц. д-р Даниела Коцева 
време автор наслов 
1 Svetlana PANDILOSKA 
GRNCHAROVSKA 
Fadbi OSMANI  
Gordana STANKOVSKA 
TEACHERS AS A FACTOR FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
KEY COMPETENCE CULTURAL EXPRESSION AMONG 
STUDENTS 
2 
Alina SZCZUREK-BORUTA 
THEORIES, SOCIAL EXPERIENCES AND PRACTICE IN 
INTERCULTURAL PEDAGODY 
3 Sonja PETROVSKA INCLUSIVE EDUCATION - ROLE OF THE TEACHER AND 
BENEFITS 
4 Daniela KOCEVA  
Snezana MIRASCIEVA 
NEW EDUCATIONAL POLICIES AND THEIR 
REFLECTIONS ON SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTS 
5 Mariya DIMOVA 
Hristina MILCHEVA 
FORMING SOCIAL COMPETENCE FOR INTERCULTURAL 
COMMUNICATION IN THE TRAINING OF GERIATRIC 
SPECIALISTS AT MEDICAL COLLEGE OF TRAKIA 
UNIVERSITY, STARA ZAGORA, BULGARIA 
6 Florina SHEHU SOCIAL AND COMMUNICATIONAL-INTERACTIVE 
COMPETENCES OF TEACHERS AND STUDENTS IN 
EDUCATION 
7 Todor CEPREGANOV  
Sonja NIKOLOVA 
HOW ARE PEACE AND TOLERANCE REPRESENTED IN 
HISTORY TEXTBOOKS FOR PRIMARY AND 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
8 Trajce STOJANOV ETHICS AS TEACHING 
9 Verica JOSIMOVSKA HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE PERIOD OF TRANSITION 
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10 Slobodan MARKOVIC THE PHILOSOPHICAL PARADIGM OF SIGMUND FREUD 
11 Stevan ALEKSOVSKI EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF ROMA 
CHILDREN AND OTHER CHILDREN FROM MARGINAL 
ETHNIC GROUP IN RM 
12 Elizabeta TOMEVSKA-ILIEVSKA 
Emilija SIMONOVSKA 
JANACKOVSKA 
Sadudin  
SADIKI RESEARCH TRENDS IN EDUCATION IN 
MULTICULTURAL ENVIRONMENTS  
IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
13 
Stanka RINKOVA 
FORMATION OF HUMAN POTENTIAL: INSTITUTIONAL 
MECHANISMS AND POLICIES 
14 
Tatjana NOVOVIĆ 
INCLUZIVE EDUCATION IN MONTENEGRIN HIGHER 
EDUCATION CONTEXT 
15 
Tsvetelina SAVIANOVA 
SOCIALIZATION OF CHILDREN FROM THE CENTERS 
FOR FAMILY-TYPE ACCOMMODATION IN MAINSTREAM 
KINDERGARTENS AND SCHOOLS 
16 Rabije MURATI  
Ardita CEKA  
 
IMPACT OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE SOCIALIZATION 
OF CHILDREN 
17 
Ljuben TEVDOVSKI 
LEARNING ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORY FOR THE 
FUTURE 
THE SOCIO-POLITICAL IMPACT OF THE NEW 
SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL TRENDS IN 
ARCHAEOLOGY, HISTORY AND RELATED FIELDS   
18 Anna STUDENSKA STUDENTS` PREFERENCES TOWARDS TEACHERS’ 
BEHAVIORS ENHANCING LEARNING AUTONOMY 
19 Valentina VASILEVA FORMATION OF TOLERANCE IN ADOLESCENTS 
20 Pavlin PETROV ESCAPE FROM THE WAR –TIME IN THE 
UNCERTAINTIES OF LIFE TO REFUGEE IN BULGARIA. 
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF PERSONS SEEKING 
INTERNATIONAL PROTEKTION IN TERMS OF THE 
BUREAUCRATIC SYSTEM  IN BULGARIA 
21 Voglushe KURTESHI WHICH FACTORS ACCORDING TO THE PARENTS 
AFFECT THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN 
 
